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About This Game

AMERICAN PATRIOTS: BOSTON TEA PARTY is a turn based war game. Conquer the redcoats in the American
Revolutionary War and gain independence from the British! The fate of the United States is at your hands!

Gameplay

You play on a historic illustrated battle map.

An addicting hot seat mode to crush your friends or family.

4 single player battle scenarios in the vicinity of Boston.

Compete in the leaderboards! The 10 best players will receive a Golden General with more health points!

Read the ancient map for defensive lines. Churches heal, rivers lower defense, towns are fortified.

4 difficulty settings: Easy, Normal, Hard and Nightmare.

Hot seat is extra fun on a Windows tablet - touchscreen friendly user interface.

Break through enemy lines! Flanking does 75% more damage.
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Please be aware that the engagements are not always historically accurate and the main idea is to have fun on an immersive
battle map. As a beer and pretzels game, the combat is fast paced and instantly satisfying!

Art by Roland Seer, programming by Rain Pohlak.
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american patriots boston tea party. famous american patriots who took part in the boston tea party

A great game buy it. Good points
It's dirt cheap
hmmm ermmm
thats about it

Bad points
you can only play the bad guys
It's dirt cheap for a reason
Its just a cash grab, a nothing game from devs who think stack it high sell it cheap
really has no redeaming features at all. When I bought this game, I was expecting to lavish in the memories of my glory on the
battlefield, but instead I got what George waited years to give me... Some damn troops to command. Although 99c is expensive,
with the money I had leftover from creating Wall Street, founding the first national bank, Coast Gaurd, and New York Post, I
was able to spare the dollar. The gameplay itself is pretty enjoyable for your casual general, but the lack of specific details and
women to have affairs with hurt it a little. All in all it's a fun game and I recommend it to all patriots.
7\/10. Very minimalistic. Way more so than the stick-figure graphics would indicate. I mean, it's less than a dollar to buy, but...
what do you get, really? Not much. And I guess no-one expects much from this either. Very minimalistic graphics doesn't need
to be a bad thing. And it kind of isn't. I mean, it's different, and I knew about them when buying the game. The only reason I
won't ask for a refund on this however, is that it's so cheap. If you're bored, and want to overcome that for five minutes, before
getting more bored than you originally were... this is the game to go for!

If only the combat worked. And wasn't dumb as s###, it could actually be ok. But it isn't. So many instances in my 15 minutes
of playing it, utterly depleted units with 1\/10 would go ahead and at random defeat fully supplied 10\/10 enemies. In fact - it
seems that it is actually BETTER to ATTACK WITH A DECIMATED (I know, decimated is 9\/10, but you know what I
mean.) army, than a fully supplied and ready one. Which is ridiculous. You move your units. Then the enemy comes attacking
on his turn, and they do not defend themselves. Nor does the enemies when being attacked. Which could make for an interesting
way to play the game, but really... it's planet Earth we live on. So it doesn't. It just sucks. It completely lacks depth in any way
what so ever, and combat feels like Panzer Corps' \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 inbred third cousin
with downs syndrome. It's like they took everything that worked, threw it out the window, then said "let's make combat like a
shi##y point-and-click adventure from the 90's!

It does NOT work. It is BAD. But it's cheap. Which is it's only saving grace. Still. Not really worth less than a dollar. This is
more akin to what you would expect from a free flash-game online in a web-browser. (from the 90s.)

Save yourself the disappointment.

2\/10 - "it is cheap.". Just click and have fun
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It's great for a few cents; it's perfect for tabletop wargaming fans who love a small break from reality and step into history and
chaos.

You start off by selecting 4 gamemodes- Easy, Normal, Hard, and Nightmare. Nightmare is not too difficult-the AI is not
stupid, nor overwhemingly difficult to crush. A great feature they include is the different value of each same unit type. For
example, the infantry can have good damage, but bad defence. It makes you feel like-for a history buff like me-you have to
control over certain troops such as militita, to regulars.

You can only play as the 'Patriots.'

The battles are great. It ends at Yorktown-which is pretty cool. The map for it has the water surrounding, and you have to fight
your way through artillery into the heart of the town; just like the real battle.

You get to do 'hotseat' which is pass and play; great for a break between lovers of simple, yet chaotic tabletop gaming.

8\/10.
. Good game very like. It's a nice little hex-based combat-strategy game. Well worth 1USD. Feels like a mix between Ultimate
General: Gettysburg and the combat in Civ 5.. Honestly, its $0.99
just buy it.. As with the Civil War game that came before this, I continue to feel I'm more than getting $.99 worth of fun. This is
by no means an accurate recreation of battles, but it's simple to learn and play and I enjoy it. Would love to see a World War 2
version in the future!. Paid $ 0.62 for the game. It was fun for 51 minutes until the game crashed. The game awards you scores
when you win, not sure how the scores are calculated but I've not even been close to cracking the top 10 so far. One important
thing to note about the game is there is no grand strategy map, just various battles that you continue to play (if that makes any
sense.). nice lil game, has lot of potential.. Takes me back to the old board games and turn-based Spectrum games :) No fancy
crap, just good old fashioned gameplay! No need to spend hours \/ days \/ weeks on a single game. Pure magic!. It is a very
simplistic yet enjoyable game that leads you through the battles in the American revolution. One can come to enjoy the details
on the map with the locations and added details of documents added onto the map itself. Overall I would for sure recommend
this to anyone who likes turn based strategy for a simplistic, and relaxed experience.. Hello everybody!

I just finished this game and I have to say it was a suprising game. It was a very fun, simplistic tactical game and I enjoyed it
thoroughly. If you want a historical game, this is not the game for you, but if you want a fun and quick turn based war game,
then I would suggest that you pick it up.

My only problem with the game is that the campaign is only 4 missions long, you can literally finish it in about 30-40 minutes.

Thanks for reading, I hope it helped.
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